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InDesign began as a sucessor to 

PageMaker, a desktop publishing 

pioneer since overshadowed by 

QuarkXPress. Based on a modern 

technical architecture, InDesign 

was designed to accommodate 

current requirements of and 

anticipate future developments 

in the publishing industry. 

In ten years, Adobe InDesign 

has become the software 

preferred by creative 

professionals to design and 

produce publications. This is 

the story of its past achieve-

ments and its future goals. 

Launched into a competitive 

environment, InDesign 1.0 faces 

initial resistance exacerbated by 

product instability and cus-

tomer skepticism. An upgrade 

policy backfires and sparks a 

public outcry.
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Adobe unveils its Creative 

Suite® strategy, in which 

InDesign joins its sibling 

applications in a creative 

collective that helps designers 

and publishers make more 

compelling communications. 

In the wake of the Macromedia 

acquisition, InDesign serves 

as an aggregator for different 

types of content and media. 

InDesign 2.0 marks a turning 

point, providing solid execution 

and exciting features that 

impress designers. Adobe 

works with print professionals 

to provide support and 

incentives to accept InDesign 

files. Robust editorial systems 

begin to attract large-scale 

publishing operations.

As publishing integrates print, 

web, and mobile media, 

InDesign plays a pivotal role 

in how content is produced 

and experienced.
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Pick up a magazine. Scan a newspaper. Read a book. Open a 

catalogue. Peruse an advertisement. Whatever publication you 

choose, chances are it’s been created in Adobe® InDesign®. In the ten 

years since its first release, InDesign software has become the tool 

preferred by creative professionals for the design and composition of 

pages for communication. As it enters its second decade, InDesign 

is poised to change our perception of publishing as it continues to 

do what it does best: provide state-of-the art tools for designers and 

content producers.

For more than 25 years, Adobe has led the way in the migration from 

traditional publishing practices that relied on cold type and mechanical 

equipment to digital publishing systems that use Adobe technologies 

Introduction
As it enters its 

second decade, 

InDesign is poised 

to change our  

perception of 

publishing.
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like PostScript® and PDF as well as Adobe software like Photoshop® and 

Illustrator®. InDesign is the most recent addition to Adobe’s publishing 

solution. And because it is Adobe’s first application to be developed 

entirely in-house, InDesign has been built from the ground up not only 

to address the demands of the current publishing industry but also to 

anticipate its future needs.

The publishing industry is in the midst of a critical transformation. Print 

publishing continues to be an important method of communication, yet 

people increasingly look to the World Wide Web for information. With 

the advent of eBook readers and tablet computers, books are migrating 

PageMaker pioneer

April Greiman’s work is legendary in 

the media community for its cutting-

edge design, forged in the early days 

of page-layout software using Adobe 

(nee Aldus) PageMaker.
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from ink on paper to pixels on screen. Content accessed in print media 

and on personal computers can now be received on smart phones 

tucked in coat pockets.

InDesign is designed to help publishers adapt to this changing environ-

ment by providing the tools and technology to produce great content 

regardless of the delivery medium. 

The success of InDesign is a remarkable achievement. When InDesign 

was released in 1999, its main competitor was QuarkXPress, which was 

used by the lion’s share of print publishers. The picture has changed 

since then. While Adobe hasn’t forgotten the past, the company is look-

ing ahead to new markets and the role that InDesign plays in them. 

Here’s how Adobe InDesign came to be—and where it’s headed.

The very first

This issue of Australia’s Desktop 

magazine (above) was the first to be 

published with InDesign in 1999.
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In the early 1990s, Adobe products could be found on the 

desktops of designers worldwide. Adobe Photoshop had become 

the standard for pixel-based image editing and Adobe Illustrator was 

the leader in vector-based illustration. The Adobe Type Library was 

well established, thanks to strategic alliances with other type foundries 

as well as rigorous in-house font design and development. Absent in 

Adobe’s product lineup was the glue that held these design elements 

together: a page-layout application. 

Software tools for laying out pages boiled down to two applications: 

PageMaker® (Aldus Corp.) and QuarkXPress (Quark Inc.). As a key player 

in the launch of the desktop publishing revolution of 1985, “Aldus” (as 

many of its users referred to PageMaker) was synonymous with the 

PageMaker changed 

the lives of graphic 

designers, empow-

ering them to take  

complete control of 

their creations.

Charting a Course

Choosing sides

In light of a takeover bid of Adobe by 

Quark Inc. in 1999, Publish magazine 

had fun giving out badges that let 

attendees at a publishing conference 

voice their opinion. The bid, of course, 

was rejected.
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possibilities of electronic publishing and a culture of personal expres-

sion. It changed the lives of graphic designers, introducing them to the 

brave new world of desktop publishing and empowering them to take 

complete control of their creations.

QuarkXPress debuted in 1987. Its approach to page layout was markedly 

different from that of PageMaker. Unlike the free-form approach used 

by PageMaker to placing text and graphics on a page, QuarkXPress used 

a structured methodology that resonated with traditional publication 

producers—especially newspaper publishers who worked with estab-

lished editorial and advertising templates. QuarkXPress also boasted 

expansive typographic controls that caught the attention of discriminat-

ing designers. 

QuarkXPress caught on with the professional publishing community—

designers and printers alike—pushing PageMaker to the fringe.  

PageMaker acquired a reputation for being more suited for consumer-

and business-oriented documents produced on the Microsoft® 

Windows® platform than for professional publishing projects, the vast 

majority of which were created on the Apple® Macintosh®. 

QuarkXPress caught 

on with the profes-

sional publishing 

community— 

designers and  

printers alike— 

pushing PageMaker 

to the fringe. 

Early coverage

Some of the first magazines to cover 

InDesign included Aldus Magazine, 

Adobe Magazine, and InDesign 

Magazine. 
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Such a scenario might deter other software developers. A handful of 

small companies did test products for the desktop publishing market, 

but none gained any traction. What was needed was the developmental 

muscle of a larger company that had a good reputation for producing 

high-quality products and that was not afraid to shake up the status 

quo. That company was Adobe.

Desktop Publishing Revolution

Adobe’s roots in design and publishing are deep. Adobe completed 

the troika that sparked the desktop publishing revolution: the yoking 

together of personal computer, high-resolution printer, and page-

layout software to produce professional-looking documents. Aldus 

contributed page-layout software PageMaker, which enabled designers 

to create multi-column documents with placed graphics and styled 

type. Apple’s Macintosh computer and LaserWriter printer supplied the 

hardware backbone. Adobe wrote the PostScript software language that 

allowed the LaserWriter to print resolution-independent graphics and 

typography. While a less tangible part of desktop publishing, PostScript 

was perhaps the most critical component of all.

Aldus had been 

quietly developing 

a replacement for 

PageMaker that was 

designed from the 

ground up to ad-

dress the demands 

of modern profes-

sional publishing.

The starting point

Page-layout pioneer PageMaker filled 

a gap in Adobe’s creative software 

lineup that already included Illustrator 

and Photoshop. 

(Pictured: early PageMaker box and 

sample screenshot.)
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PostScript was adopted across a wide variety of printing devices, from 

desktop printers pumping out pages in corporations to high-end digital 

output devices being embraced by traditional print shops. Adobe 

created the technology that enabled printing professionals to produce 

high-quality output on digital devices that was on par with that pro-

duced on traditional typesetting equipment. These professionals were 

also familiar with Illustrator and Photoshop, not only because of their 

intrinsic value as standalone products, but also because of their files’ 

placement in QuarkXPress pages. 

Against this backdrop, Adobe saw an opportunity to provide tools for 

publication creation as well as production. In 1994, Adobe made a star-

tling announcement that had repercussions for designers and printers 

alike: Adobe and Aldus would merge. 

Early conversations

An early Aldus poster (top left). Above, 

Adobe co-founders John Warnock 

and Chuck Greske supported the 

development of InDesign. 
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ShuksanAldus’s software portfolio, which included PageMaker and a handful of 

consumer graphics and multimedia applications, was a natural exten-

sion of Adobe’s product line. PageMaker filled a gap: a page-layout 

application to complete an Adobe creative trinity with Illustrator and 

Photoshop. As word of the merger rumbled through the publishing 

industry, however, some observers were puzzled. PageMaker had a 

loyal following, but devotion alone was not enough to overcome the 

obstacles facing it. 

But PageMaker was not the real target of Adobe’s purchase. Aldus had 

been quietly developing a replacement for PageMaker since 1992. 

This new software was designed from the ground up to address the 

demands of modern professional publishing. The deal was sealed and 

work began in earnest on the software that became Adobe InDesign.

Modern Architecture

The initial code name for InDesign was Shuksan, named for a mountain 

in Western Washington State and derived from the Native American 

Skagit word meaning “rocky and precipitous”—a clue to the challenge 

that lay ahead, and the first of many InDesign code names that referred 

to mountain climbing. The Shuksan product team met regularly at a 

Chinese restaurant in Pioneer Square—near the former Aldus’s Seattle 
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Primary goals

InDesign was designed with a modular 

architecture that could be quickly and 

easily modified and expanded.

office—to debate application features and software object models. 

The primary goals of InDesign were twofold: to create a feature-rich 

publishing solution for designers and printers, and to develop a state-

of-the-art software architecture for engineers. Both of these objectives 

needed to meet present pressures as well as anticipate future devel-

opments, such as more powerful hardware, many media types, and 

multiple delivery streams. InDesign was designed to adapt to challenges 

both expected and unforeseen.

Modern software architecture is perhaps the 

most important feature of InDesign, and the 

foundation on which its future innovations were 

built. PageMaker was burdened with cumber-

some code that dated back to its original devel-

opment in 1983. PageMaker engineers had to 

add new features by piling on layers of code and 

sneaking in strings of commands, resulting in a 

bloated application comprised of what’s called 

“spaghetti code.” InDesign required a completely 

different approach.

Instead of a monolithic code base, InDesign 

consists of lightweight, modular components. 

This flexible architecture gives engineers freedom to add new features 

and technologies to the core application with more agility and fewer 

headaches. Graphics display, image rendering, color management—

these technical underpinnings and more could be swapped out or 

upgraded as the need arose. 

An important benefit of this modular architecture was that third-party 

developers who were given access to the application’s underlying tech-

nologies could create specialized features that plugged into InDesign. 

This extensibility encompassed enhancements for designers as well as 

scaffolding for production systems, the latter of which proved critical in 

the adoption of InDesign in large publishing environments. 
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InDesign 1.0 bore little resemblance to  

PageMaker. Designers found it awkward to  

transition to the new software, but gradually  

they warmed to its novel features and fresh  

approach to page layout. 

Opening statements

Adobe’s first ad campaigns for 

InDesign 1.0 played off words begin-

ning with “in,” such as innovative and 

inspiring.

Early Adopters
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Redesigning history

Designer Michael Mabry, a pioneer 

in the field of digital design, worked 

in early versions of InDesign as he 

transitioned from traditional layout to 

desktop publishing. 
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Another key decision in this early phase of development was that 

InDesign meet the needs of global customers, not just those in the 

English-speaking world. “The question was,” says Adobe President 

and CEO Shantanu Narayen, who was VP of layout engineering at the 

time, “can we take into account the unique challenges and needs of 

other countries and languages?” A meeting with representatives from 

a Japanese  publishing company convinced Adobe of opportunities 

in that market. Creating a text composition engine for the Japanese 

language was complex, given the strict rules of traditional Japanese 

layout. Rather than shoehorn these requirements onto the English 

version, the InDesign team looked at it holistically and crafted InDesign 

1.0J, a unique version for the Japanese market. By InDesign 2.0, the 

core technologies of the two had merged into one, which made future 

development easier. Today, InDesign supports more than 20 languages, 

including many non-Roman alphabets such as Arabic, Chinese, Cyrillic, 

and Korean. 

It was also important that InDesign support both 

Macintosh and Windows operating systems. Aldus 

had originally envisioned Shuksan as Mac-only, but 

Adobe was committed to delivering its software on 

both platforms. 

In 1998, Apple CEO Steve Jobs visited Adobe’s Seattle office, where 

InDesign was being developed. The official reason for Jobs’ visit was to 

affirm the vitality of the Macintosh, whose market share had been so 

pummeled that pundits doubted Apple’s future. During the visit, Jobs 

saw a demonstration of pre-release InDesign. Attendees remember that 

Jobs was impressed but that he advised Adobe that they bundle it with 

Photoshop rather than sell it on its own. While InDesign did succeed as 

a standalone application for more than a decade after Jobs’ visit, the 

two products came together under Adobe’s Creative Suite strategy. 

In-genious

Early Adobe promotions had plenty of 

“in” words to describe its new baby: 

inspire, ingenious, intuitive.
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1999Customer Focus

To develop the feature set of InDesign, Adobe turned to its potential 

customers. Adobe visited magazine and newspaper publishers, ad 

agencies, and design studios to observe how creative professionals 

worked and what they needed in a digital publishing application. Adobe 

reached out to both design and editorial departments who worked 

on the front end of the process, and production and IT departments 

who managed the mechanics of output. In doing so, Adobe identified 

roadblocks to remove and gaps to fill in existing workflows. It also saw 

opportunities to provide more creative options to make designing and 

producing publications faster, more fluid, and even fun. 

To start, the InDesign team targeted magazine publishing as its primary 

test market. The reasoning was this: Satisfy the demands of magazines, 

and you’ve met the needs of 90 percent of the overall publishing 

market. The product team ripped out pages from magazines as ex-

amples of what designers wanted. Adobe watched magazine personnel 

work with QuarkXPress to see what they liked, what they didn’t like, and 

what they missed. Given QuarkXPress’s much-vaunted type controls 

and Adobe’s rich history of font design and development, the InDesign 

team was committed to delivering “the best damn typography on the 

Early recognition

In 1999, Macworld magazine gave 

InDesign 1.0 its Editors’ Choice Award 

for Best Publishing Software.
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A new approach

Unlike other desktop publishing 

programs, InDesign had versatile 

tools that allowed designers to create 

dynamic pages that were more than 

just static containers for graphics. 
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planet, period,” as one engineer put it. An early example of this focus on 

typography is the multiline composer that looks at an entire paragraph 

rather than a single line of type to determine optimal line breaks. This 

feature was considered a breakthrough in page-layout software.

Careful observation of magazine publishers helped winnow the feature 

set of InDesign, too, especially in its earliest versions. For example, 

Adobe saw that magazine editors typically sketched the sequencing of 

an issue on a whiteboard and then drew up a corresponding table of 

contents. The InDesign team concluded that table-of-contents features 

could be deferred to a later version (they subsequently appeared in 

InDesign 2.0).

In visiting customers, Adobe also looked beyond design and produc-

tion to editorial. Magazine editors wanted a system that tracked the 

flow of copy from writing to editing to production. Although the Quark 

Publishing System was available for this market, Adobe saw an oppor-

tunity to provide its own editorial system that worked hand in hand with 

Pushing boundaries

The talented designer Vince Frost 

was an early adopter of InDesign for 

the striking British literary and arts 

magazine Zembla (on this page and 

at right).
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Innovative typography

One of Adobe’s goals for InDesign was 

to offer “the best damned typography 

on the planet, period.”
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InDesign. Concurrent with the development of InDesign, Adobe made 

plans for InCopy®, which ultimately played a major role in the adoption 

of InDesign by many media companies.

During its investigations, Adobe discovered other factors that informed 

the development of InDesign. Creative and production departments 

relied heavily on Adobe products like Photoshop, Illustrator, Acrobat®, 

and Acrobat Distiller®. Adobe capitalized on this dependence in several 

critical ways. It designed the interface of InDesign to look similar to that 

of other Adobe applications. The familiar look and feel made it quicker 

and easier for customers already conversant in those applications to 

learn InDesign. InDesign also employed many of the same underlying 

technologies as its siblings for such features as graphics display and 

font handling.

Further, InDesign was designed to interact smoothly with other Adobe 

products, thus curtailing the tedious back-and-forth between applica-

Book smart

Chronicle Books has relied on 

InDesign to produce book designs 

that stand out. This dustjacket for A is 

for Astronaut was designed using the 

sophisticated type tools in InDesign.
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Switching it up

Designer Gail Blumberg (brochure 

above) loved that she could import 

existing QuarkXPress files into early 

versions of InDesign. Another early 

adopter, Scott Citron, designed the 

book cover at right.
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Designer’s best friend

Seattle’s Modern Dog design studio 

used InDesign in the software’s early 

stages to produce its music posters 

and books.
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tions that plagued the creative process. For example, 

rather than exiting the page-layout application 

to make changes to a graphic, users can edit 

Photoshop images from within InDesign. 

Adobe refined this cross-product 

workflow in InDesign 2.0 by allowing 

the types of transparency found in 

Photoshop to be created within 

the page-layout program—another 

significant breakthrough.

More evidence of product syn-

chronicity was the capability to let 

users generate Portable Document 

Format (PDF) files directly from within 

InDesign. PDF extends the Adobe 

Postscript technology by capturing 

all the text, graphics, and formatting of 

a document into a single file that can be 

displayed on screen and in print with equal 

fidelity. This negated the need for designers to 

painstakingly collect all document assets before out-

put and allowed printers to work with a standard file format 

rather than various file types produced by separate applications. 

As a result, PDF matured into the file type preferred by print profes-

sionals. Generating a PDF from within InDesign eliminated the step of 

opening another application to create a PDF file, thereby streamlining 

the process and ensuring that printers received intact, trustworthy files 

to output. 

More In-spiration

This promotional mouse pad was  

designed to be a daily desktop 

reminder of InDesign.
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By the end of the 1990s, rumors circulated that Adobe was 

developing what press and pundits coined the “Quark Killer,” 

a nickname Adobe didn’t publicly endorse. “QuarkXPress was not 

back of mind for Adobe,” says Shantanu Narayen. “QuarkXPress was 

front and center. We wanted to establish InDesign as the de facto page 

layout application.” Or, as an engineer who worked on both PageMaker 

and InDesign put it, “We wanted our market back. We lost the PageMaker 

market to QuarkXPress and we wanted it back.”

That task was undertaken knowing that gaining market acceptance 

would be a steep and arduous climb. To assess the pitfalls ahead, Adobe 

invited desktop publishing guru and QuarkXPress expert David Blatner to 

see an under-wraps version of InDesign behind closed doors.  

Products take time  

to gain traction,  

especially in the 

tradition-bound

publishing industry.

Introducing InDesign
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s

Rex Ray specs

“I could go on and on about  

InDesign,” said Chronicle Books’ 

Vanessa Dina. “New long-document 

features [and] greater control over 

transparency let us streamline the 

process of bringing together large 

amounts of text and copious images.”
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Both Adobe and Blatner joked about crossing enemy lines, but when 

the wariness subsided, a constructive dialogue ensued. Blatner recalled 

being impressed by the software’s underlying technology, but what 

he saw didn’t convince him to switch his allegiance. The team viewed 

Blatner’s reaction as yet another challenge to surmount. A few years 

later, when Blatner endorsed InDesign—going so far as to write a book 

about how to migrate to it from QuarkXPress—the team knew that it 

had overcome a significant obstacle. 

At an industry conference in the fall of 1998, Adobe publicly demon-

strated its new page-layout application. Publishers were eager to see it, 

but they doubted it would replace QuarkXPress in their businesses. But 

when Adobe shipped InDesign 1.0 in the spring of 1999, the response 

was immediate.
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InDesign 1.0 had a number of intriguing features. Critics praised the 

typographic controls, thus rewarding the InDesign development team’s 

efforts. But as is often the case, this first release was buggy and unsta-

ble. The most serious complaint about InDesign 1.0 was in printing files, 

which contained imaging errors, took too long to print, or didn’t print 

at all. For print publishers—the core customers of InDesign—output 

problems dismissed it from consideration. Designers complained about 

an interface cluttered with palettes. Adobe, however, wasn’t deterred. 

Products take time to gain traction, especially in the tradition-bound 

publishing industry. 

In August 1999, an unforeseen event took the publishing community by 

surprise and drew unexpected attention to InDesign: Quark sent Adobe 

a registered letter expressing its intention to acquire the company. 

All-in-one package

In 2004, designer Scott Citron  

used InDesign to create the complex 

package mechanical (below) for 

FontAgent Pro.
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Adobe’s stock had been hit hard by an 

economic downturn and by slumping 

sales in Japan. Quark—a privately held 

company with large cash reserves—saw 

an opportunity to rattle Adobe. In 

the end, the bid was rejected, but the 

scuttlebutt stirred even more curiosity 

about InDesign.

Upgrade Uproar

Fully aware of the limitations of its first 

release, the InDesign team was already 

working on subsequent versions of the 

application. The next release—code-

named Sherpa after the porters who 

assist mountain climbers to reach 

the peak—came out in March 2000, 

about seven months after its debut. 

While InDesign 1.5 added a handful of 

new features (such as support for the 

extensive OpenType font format and the 

capability to import clipping paths from 

Photoshop, thus giving designers more 

freedom when working with text and images), the release had greater 

significance for the product team. By introducing a new version on 

the heels of InDesign 1.0, they hoped to showcase the modularity that 

makes InDesign easy to update quickly.

Unfortunately, that message was drowned out by an uproar over pric-

ing. Those who bought InDesign 1.0 were charged $99 to upgrade to 

InDesign 1.5. Convention held that interim “dot” releases such as 1.5 are 

dispensed at no or low cost to existing users. Purchasers of InDesign 

1.0 were miffed, especially given the brief interim. As word spread of the 

pricing policy, the outcry grew louder. 

Covering all the bases

That InDesign integrated seamlessly 

with Illustrator and Photoshop made it 

easier for designers at Penguin Books 

Limited to work with images.
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Adobe listened and decided that those who paid full price for InDesign 

1.0 would get the upgrade free (other upgrade plans and pricing were 

available for PageMaker users and QuarkXPress users). The publish-

ing industry noticed Adobe’s reaction and found its decision to adjust 

pricing a refreshing contrast to what they had come to expect of other 

companies. The concession on pricing earned Adobe admiration, but 

not robust sales. 

Music to the ears

Boston’s Clifford Stolze, a former head 

of AIGA, has received many awards for 

his design work in the music industry, 

including brochures and CD covers 

produced in InDesign.
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High-tech materials

The work of Tolleson Design repre-

sents some of the most sophisticated 

design in the high-tech industry. Since 

its early days, InDesign has allowed its 

designers to implement their creative 

vision.



InDesign fundamentals

This illustration from the cover of  

InDesign Magazine was created by 

Louis Fischauf, who has won many 

awards for his magazine design and 

illustration work. 
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Making Progress
The release of InDesign 2.0 in January 2002 was a watershed 

event. If InDesign 1.0 and 1.5 projected the possibilities, InDesign 2.0—

code-named Annapurna, which attracts gutsy climbers given its high 

mortality rate—delivered on those promises. The application was not 

only rock-solid in terms of reliability and consistency, but it also offered 

features both practical (for example, table creation and long-document 

composition) and unexpected (such as the ability to create transparent 

effects within InDesign). The latter was pivotal—one of the most talked- 

about features to ever hit InDesign. 

Designers were impressed by InDesign, but overall enthusiasm for the 

application was tempered by the publishing industry’s ingrained culture 

of using QuarkXPress and the persistent fear of change. One freelancer 

With InDesign 2.0, 

Adobe immediately  

let Mac users work 

with modern soft-

ware on a modern  

operating system.
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Turning point

This 2002 ad (below) by cutting-edge 

firm Goodby, Silverstein, & Partners 

focused on the interoperability 

between Adobe applications. It ran 

in such magazines as Graphis, Print, 

How, and Communication Arts. 
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who demonstrated InDesign to creative professionals at many sites 

during that period remembers the reactions of wariness, skepticism, and 

even incredulity.

However, Adobe made a critical decision that softened that resistance. 

InDesign 2.0 took advantage of the new operating system for the Apple 

Macintosh, Mac OS® X, which was much faster, more stable, and more 

sophisticated than its predecessors. QuarkXPress 4 didn’t support OS 

X and, unbeknownst to its customers, would not for almost another 18 

months after the release of InDesign 2.0. Adobe immediately let Mac 

users work with modern software on a modern operating system. For 

some companies, OS X was the Trojan Horse that let InDesign past the 

gates. For example, publishing powerhouse Condé Nast, one of the 

first large U.S. publishing companies to completely convert to InDesign, 

simultaneously purchased and implemented new Macintosh hardware 

and InDesign software to take advantage of Mac OS X. 

Attendees signing in at the door of  

InDesign User Group meetings paused  

to read and take note of the names  

and company affiliations of those who 

entered the meeting before them. 
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From the beginning, Adobe knew that InDesign 

needed to address the global market. InDesign 

is now available in more than 20 languages, 

thus tapping into the unique design sensibili-

ties of many different cultures. 

Barcelona beauties

Unique typography is a hallmark of 

the Barcelona design firm Vasava, as 

shown in these unusual posters. 

International
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Swiss aesthetic

The Zurich office of MetaDesign  

created the ad (left) for Neue Zürcher 

Zeitung (NZZ), a major Swiss daily 

newspaper, and the brochure (below) 

for the San Francisco Ballet. 
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DK’s dynamic

Dorling Kindersley’s book on soc-

cer (above) takes advantage of the 

superb chart capabilities of InDesign. 

At right, EHS Brann’s Change4Life 

campaign targets childhood obesity. 

The artwork was created for use as a 

downloadable interactive PDF file  

as well as for traditional printed items. 

International
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Japanese style

This layout was created for Patagonia 

Japan for the Patagonia Spring 2010 

catalogue. Property of Patagonia, Inc. 

Japanese translation and layout  

production by TransPacific Digital, Inc.
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South of the border

International design firm Danilo Black 

has earned a reputation for dynamic 

newspaper design, such as Mexico’s 

Excélsior (left).
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Another Adobe marketing strategy was subtler: peer pressure. Publish-

ing is a competitive business, and companies look over the shoulders of 

their rivals to gain an edge. Word-of-mouth marketing was especially 

appropriate in New York, considered the media capital of the world. 

Although publishing is a multi-billion-dollar business, the community 

is tight-knit and intensely aware of each others’ activities. To harness 

this curiosity, Adobe formed its first InDesign User Group in November 

2001. This group, meeting quarterly, brought together members of the 

New York publishing community who were interested in InDesign, from 

early adopters to recent converts to the merely curious. News spread of 

what designers saw and heard at these meetings, and attendance grew. 

Soon attendees signing in at the door paused to read and take note of 

the names and company affiliations of those who entered the meeting 

before them. 

InDesign User Group meetings remain an important factor in how news 

about InDesign is communicated and how users learn tips and tricks to 

keep their skills sharp. As of early 2010, eight years after its inception, 

the Adobe InDesign User Group Worldwide Community claims more 

than 60 chapters in 25 countries, with more than 34,000 members. 

Shelf appeal

Mucca Design’s clean, sophisticated 

labels and identity systems grace 

menus and labels across New York 

City and beyond.
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The future success of InDesign also lay with its future customers. Adobe 

seeded art and design schools, such as the Rhode Island School of 

Design and the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, with InDesign to 

introduce aspiring designers to the application and expose them to an 

alternative to QuarkXPress. These students represented a new genera-

tion of users, raised on the Internet as well as print, and open to new 

media and fresh ideas. 

Printer Persuasion

If designers were increasingly sold on InDesign 2.0, output profession-

als were another matter. No matter how compelling the argument, the 

printing industry exercises caution when considering changes. Produc-

tion departments, prepress operators, and printing companies 

all learned to work with QuarkXPress files and a variety of 

third-party software that supported them. The resulting 

production chain often required delicate handling to avoid 

upsetting the equilibrium of the entire process. 

Glitches stemming from switching to another software 

platform could idle presses and therefore affect the bot-

tom line. Training personnel to use the new software was 

expensive, and in some shops new equipment needed to 

be purchased. Of course, for printers to invest in InDesign, the demand 

had to be there as well: printers might adapt to InDesign if their clients 

presented InDesign files; designers might present InDesign files if they 

knew printers would be able to print them. 

Adobe recognized that printers—its partners for so many years, thanks 

to PostScript and PDF—held the key to breaking the impasse. Adobe’s 

sales and technical support teams answered calls for product demon-

strations and hands-on training at prepress and print facilities. A Jump 

Start program for printers gave them the tools and training—including 

a dedicated account representative—to better work with and trouble-

shoot InDesign files. Adobe also offered print shops software incen-

The IN crowd

Adobe continued its “in” theme.
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tives, technical assistance, and client referrals to help them get up and 

running with InDesign. 

The acceptance of InDesign files by the professional printing com-

munity was a tipping point for Adobe. Without printers’ willingness to 

output InDesign files, clients would be reluctant to use the software. 

As adoption of InDesign became more widespread, printers also found 

they attracted new clients in search of InDesign service providers.

InDesign Pioneers 
In 1999, mere months after InDesign 1.0 shipped, the Australian title 

Desktop magazine from Niche Media became the first magazine to 

be designed and produced in InDesign. Explaining the decision to use 

InDesign at Desktop magazine, then-publisher David McDonough said, 

“Adobe InDesign eliminates the stop-and-start—endlessly reworking 

text on a page, saving files to multiple formats—that slows production.” 

Subsequently, Niche Media said its entire stable of magazines, including 

Australian Macworld and other technical and architectural titles, would 

likewise convert from QuarkXPress to InDesign. 

In June 2001, Condé Nast announced that it would launch its new 

British magazine, Glamour UK, on the InDesign platform. Elaborating 

on the decision to use InDesign, Condé Nast cited the application’s text 

composition and its Photoshop and Illustrator integration. As Condé 

Nast’s only title then produced in InDesign, Glamour UK would have 

a different look than other magazines in the market. Creative director 

Geoff Waring said at the time, “We decided to design Glamour using 

the features of InDesign to make it look different. We have used the text 

outlining capability extensively to produce ‘see-through’ and offset text 

for headlines, and this has helped give us our own identity and make us 

different other magazines in our sector.”

A pivotal conversion to InDesign was that of Australian Consolidated 

Press (ACP) in early 2002. The largest magazine publisher in Australia 

and the Oceanic region, ACP is responsible for such brands as Harper’s 

Bazaar, Rolling Stone, and Cosmopolitan—one of its first titles to be 
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produced in InDesign. ACP conceded that while it had been intrigued 

by earlier versions of the application, InDesign 2.0 inspired them to 

adopt the software, noting such features as transparency effects, PDF 

output, and reliability with workflows based on Photoshop and PDF. 

“The transparency functionality that we tested in InDesign 2.0 beta 

software finally persuaded us to go with InDesign—because we then 

knew what the release edition of version 2.0 was going to be like and 

what it could do for us,” said Linda Harkin, currently ACP editorial sys-

tems manager, when the decision was made. The solid performance of 

InDesign on the Windows platform was another factor. “With InDesign, 

it rarely crashes on the PC platform,” Harkin said at the time. “But even 

if this does happen, you don’t lose everything because the software is 

always saving in the background.”

ACP’s adoption was a turning point for InDesign. Other publishing 

houses took note. “When you operate at the scale ACP does, chang-

ing technology is a complex thing to accomplish. Also, with the large 

number of software licences we require, we are talking about a signifi-

cant outlay of money,” said Michael Mangan, then Chief Information 

Officer and now Director of Operations and Technology for ACP. In 

2002, then-group publisher of ACP’s women’s lifestyle magazines Pat 

Ingram even visited Hearst magazines to describe ACP’s experience. If a 

company on the scale of ACP could make it work—and be pleased with 

the results—then InDesign had to be considered seriously. 

Another element that helped persuade publishers to use InDesign was 

InCopy, Adobe’s editorial companion to InDesign, first introduced in 

October 2000. An editorial solution tightly integrated with the layout 

tools in InDesign, InCopy reduced the steps required to create and re-

fine text by dispensing with the need for a standalone word processor. 

But InCopy was only one part of a complete editorial solution. Large-

scale editorial operations like newspapers and magazines have vast 

repositories of text, graphics, layouts, and advertisements that are best 

stored in and served up with a database. Such database-driven systems 

InDesign 2.0 

inspired ACP to 

adopt the soft-

ware, noting such 

features as trans-

parency effects, 

PDF output, and 

reliability with 

workflows based 

on Photoshop 

and PDF.
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Charting new territory

One of the most exciting new  

capabilities of InDesign 2.0 was the 

ability to create charts, such as the 

one Michael Murphy created for 

Inbound Logistics magazine (above), 

or the chemistry table created for a 

Dorling Kindersley science book (left).
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Adding transparency

For this brochure, San Francisco’s 

Tollesen Design used the revolutionary 

transparency feature in InDesign 2.0.
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Going large

Chris Converse created this trade 

show panel with InDesign. Converse’s 

many clients include Campbells, 

Comcast, and Johnson & Johnson.
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Winning type

MetaDesign’s “Our typefaces” 

compendium—two CDs and a booklet 

produced in InDesign for the Siemens 

group—won the iF communication 

design award for typography in 2009. 
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automate the layout and production processes and allow writers, 

editors, and designers to work on the same publication simultaneously. 

They also let publishers repurpose content more easily, so that the 

same element used in a print layout can also be used elsewhere, like  

on a website. 

For many multi-title, large-scale publishing operations, the lack of a 

full-bodied Adobe editorial system was a deterrent to the adoption of 

InDesign. With InCopy CS2, Adobe gave publishers the opportunity to 

craft custom editorial solutions in conjunction with systems integra-

tors who design software tailored to specific publishing environments. 

Based on the clients’ workflow and output requirements, partner com-

panies, such as vjoon (formerly SoftCare), WoodWing Software, and 

Digital Technology Inc. (DTI), developed database systems to automate 

key aspects of the publishing process. DTI created an editorial system 

for The Daily Telegraph of London—the first newspaper to convert to a 

platform based entirely on InDesign. WoodWing did the same for Time, 

Inc., while Condé Nast and Hearst Magazines used InDesign, InCopy, 

and the K4 system from vjoon. Using its new system, Condé Nast 

produced the U.S. version of Condé Nast Traveler in May 2004. Follow-

ing Traveler’s success, the company was able to implement InDesign at 

a new magazine every two weeks. The total rollout for 36 magazines 

took 18 months.

The combination of InDesign, InCopy, and custom solutions provided 

by Adobe technology partners gave creative professionals and produc-

ers up-to-the-minute access to both content and form of their pub-

lications. Adobe added InDesign Server to the mix in the fall of 2005, 

thus expanding the potential to leverage editorial and design assets for 

multiple media types, whether print, web, or mobile devices. 

Now you know transparency

MetaDesign made good use of trans-

parency features in InDesign to create 

this Palm One brochure. 
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Educated design

Clifford Stolze’s school catalogues, 

such as these for RISD, take advantage 

of the excellent table creation tools in 

InDesign, with which he’s also created 

countless CD covers (below).
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By early 2003—only four years after its initial release—InDesign 

had momentum. Not all publishing companies had transitioned to it 

yet. But InDesign had started to earn its place in the hearts and minds of 

its customers—by hard work, determination, and customer outreach. 

However, Adobe had grander plans for InDesign than just page layout. 

Their vision was to develop a connected group of creative applications 

to help customers make more compelling communications. InDesign 

had shown early on that users reacted positively to its cross-pollination 

with applications like Photoshop, Illustrator, and Acrobat. Adobe wanted 

to achieve that synergy across its creative product line.

Launched in October 2003, Adobe Creative Suite combined InDesign, 

Photoshop, Illustrator, and Acrobat into one customer solution. The 

Evolving Adobe  
Creative Suite® 

Adobe’s vision was to 

develop a connected 

group of creative 

applications to help 

customers make  

more compelling 

communications.
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Designer labels

“We use InDesign to create every-

thing, even labels!” says Mucca 

Design’s Matteo Bologna. These two 

pages feature some of the firm’s 

unique and lovely package designs.
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applications maintained their distinct identities, but formed a creative 

collective, each interacting with and assisting the others while playing 

its own role in a comprehensive workflow spanning design to final out-

put. The underlying promise of Creative Suite is that the whole is better 

than the sum of its parts. The Creative Suite strategy is an essential 

step toward achieving Adobe’s ultimate goal: to provide tools that let 

creative professionals produce content for any media, on any device, at 

any time, anywhere. As part of Creative Suite, the role of InDesign in that 

workflow was brought home to many creative professionals, especially 

those who had not worked with the software previously.

Even as it expanded its reach, InDesign CS provided new tools for its 

core customers. It boasted better overall performance, gave designers 

nested styles for one-click formatting of complex text combinations, 

and provided printers with a separations preview for checking individual 

plates prior to printing. 

Mucca Design’s elegant collateral  

for a New York restaurant opening 

was created in InDesign in 2005.
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When developing InDesign, Adobe decided to 

make magazine publishing its target market, be-

cause its requirements overlapped with those of 

other publication types. Magazine designers have 

been exploiting those features ever since.

Making a long-awaited return to 

the magazine world, Neville Brody 

art-directed and created custom 

typefaces for this Arena Homme+ 

magazine (Research Studios). 

Magazines
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Looking good

Hearst Magazines migrated to  

InDesign from mid-2003 to mid-

2004. Marie Claire was one of its 

first titles produced in InDesign.
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Magazines

Cutting Edge

Sample spread and cover from Wired 

magazine. Wired now has an all-digital 

version is produced in InDesign.
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Newsworthy

BusinessWeek integrates cross-media 

editorial workflows with the K4 

Publishing System, Adobe InCopy,  

and Adobe InDesign software.

Capital ideas

This spread is from The Washingto-

nian  magazine, a five-time National 

Magazine Award winner.
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Macromedia Impact

By the release of Adobe Creative Suite 2 in April 2005, InDesign was 

well on its way to being embraced by newspapers, magazines, and ad 

agencies. New tools in CS2 let designers create, save, and apply styles 

to graphic objects, while the new Adobe Bridge image browser helped 

create more efficient workflows. 

But bigger news was brewing, that had perhaps even greater repercus-

sions than the merger with Aldus a decade earlier: Adobe announced 

its intention to acquire Macromedia, a leader in producing products and 

technologies for non-print publishing, notably the World Wide Web. 

At times in the past, Adobe and Macromedia were adversaries. Now, in 

2005, the commingling of the two companies presented exciting new 

opportunities. Macromedia produced Flash® technology—an innovation 

as important to non-print communication as PostScript was to print 

publishing or PDF to document distribution. If Adobe provided products 
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Growing up

Each new version of InDesign added 

new features, greater compatibility, 

and better performance.
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for creative professionals, Macromedia supplied technology for web de-

velopers. Adobe recognized that publishing’s future lies in the delivery 

of content to all manner of media and devices. As a result, the line is 

blurring between those who design the front-end creative content and 

those who develop the back-end infrastructure to deliver a full-bodied 

experience over the web and on devices. 

Creative Suite 3, which shipped in April 2007, bore witness to the 

Macromedia acquisition. Flash and Dreamweaver® (the web-design 

application) were added to the Creative Suite package, and web-driven 

features wove their way into Photoshop and Illustrator. InDesign CS3 

offered dazzling enhancements for its core print audience—notably the 

addition of special effects such as those found in Photoshop, like drop 

shadows, glows, embossing, and more—but the influence of the former 

Macromedia was present in its file-export capabilities. By enabling 

InDesign CS3 files to be exported as XHTML, InDesign content could 

be opened in Dreamweaver for publishing to the web and saved in the 
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With established and tightly formatted structures, 

newspapers require precision layout tools and instant 

text and object styling to streamline production. 

Another important factor: robust systems that allow 

editorial, design, and production to work together.

The Guardian (left), designed in the 

UK using InDesign, was first published 

in 1821. The Indian Express (above) 

is a daily English-language Indian 

newspaper.

Newspapers
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Before (above) and after (right)  

the recent redesign of the Kitsap 

Sun (Kitsap, WA) by Chuck Nigash.
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Adobe Digital Editions format for reading as eBooks. Both of these less-

conspicuous features pointed to important directions for InDesign.

InDesign CS4, a component of Creative Suite 4 (released in October 

2008), contained new features that appeal to its traditional user base of 

design and printing professionals, such as content-aware alignment and 

real-time preflighting. 

But as a result of the Macromedia acquisition, InDesign CS4 also 

kicked open the door for traditional designers to step confidently into 

the digital revolution. In InDesign CS4, designers can add interactive 

elements—such as rollovers and page transitions—to a document in the 

familiar environment of InDesign without having to learn the daunting 

interface and metaphors required to build content in Flash Professional. 

Pages with interactive elements can be printed as before, but thanks to 

the new file formats supported in InDesign CS4, those same pages can 

also be exported as a SWF file that can be played back in Flash Player on 

the web or mobile devices, with all interactivity intact. Documents that 

beg for more extensive interactivity, navigation elements, and anima-

tion can be exported to the XFL interchange file format, which allows 

InDesign content to be opened in the Adobe Flash CS4 Professional 

authoring environment. As a result, designers can produce rich inter-

active documents for delivery on the web or mobile devices without 

venturing out of InDesign. 

This convergence is already taking place, as evidenced by Wired’s 

creating a version of its magazine for tablet computers. As with the 

print magazine, the all-digital version is produced in InDesign, with the 

same design team adding interactive elements. As Wired editor Chris 

Anderson noted when announcing the development on wired.com, 

“The point here is that we are entering a new era of media, where we 

finally have a digital platform that allows us to retain all the rich visual 

features of high-gloss print, from lavish design to glorious photography, 

while augmenting it with video, animations, additional content, and full 

interactivity.”

Designers can  

produce rich  

interactive docu-

ments for delivery 

on the web or  

mobile devices 

without venturing 

out of InDesign. 
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Logo masters

Modern Dog, veterans of Seattle’s  

design scene, show off their typo-

graphic wizardry in their Logos and 

Custom Lettering portfolio piece.
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The FLYP-side

The interactive spreads for FLYP on 

this page represent the forward-

thinking use of InDesign by the FLYP 

Media creative staff and the Danilo 

Black design agency.
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As fresh ideas and new technologies emerge, publishing will 

continue to evolve. There’s no denying that the print-publishing 

industry is at a turning point, but in the broader context, it’s a very excit-

ing time for publishers who recognize the opportunities and are willing 

to see beyond the challenges inherent in these changes. InDesign is 

perfectly positioned to help publishers adapt to an unfamiliar world.

“Adobe will continue to support traditional publishing,” says John 

Loiacono, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Adobe Creative 

Solutions Business Unit, “but at the same time large enterprise publish-

ers are struggling to address some key business challenges.” 

Mobile devices like smart phones, ebook readers, and tablet devices 

offer additional opportunities and challenges. For example, a natural 

Moving Forward
Content alone  

isn’t what makes 

compelling  

communication. 

How that content 

is consumed is 

equally important. 
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platform for InDesign is the electronic book. In 2006, Sony released its 

first dedicated reading device, the PRS500. InDesign supports author-

ing for the industry-standard EPUB file format used by many electronic 

book readers. Sony’s dedicated reading device, Reader PRS505, was 

the first to announce support of the EPUB file format. With the release 

of the Amazon Kindle, the ebook market was further energized.  The 

future of eReading devices and the ebook market is as yet unknown, but 

it is expected that more and more people will feel comfortable reading 

content on devices.

“It’s a very exciting time in the history of InDesign,” Loiacono adds.  

“It’s poised to help the publishing industry take another significant  

step forward.” 

Past and Future

The evolution of InDesign over the past ten years bears witness to the 

incredible transformation of a centuries-old, multi-billion-dollar busi-

ness. In the late 1990s, print publishers were the primary, if not  

Sony’s Reader Touch Edition™

Reading devices such as Sony’s 

Reader are an important direction 

for InDesign. These eBook readers 

transfer the book-reading experience  

from ink on paper to pixels on screen.
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Table tools

Multifaceted designer Scott Citron 

created this unusual poster using the 

strong table tools in InDesign (above).

At the Barbican

For an exhibition “This is War” at Lon-

don’s Barbican Art Gallery, Research 

Studios created a system of dynamic 

typography to complement a sensitive 

treatment of archival and contempo-

rary photography.
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only, customers of InDesign. The World Wide Web had not yet reached 

its full potential. Content providers pondered how to best take advan-

tage of the Internet phenomenon, but the perception was that print  

and online had unique audiences and therefore required separate focus 

and resources. 

Today, publishers recognize that to control costs, reach new readers, 

increase brand awareness, and leverage the potential inherent in new 

media, it makes good sense to view print, web, and mobile devices as 

companion products that deliver variations of the same content. Some 

constants remain—text, for example—yet content must also be tailored 

to the medium in which it is delivered. Each delivery vehicle has singular 

attributes to showcase—the graphic fidelity and familiar form of print, 

the dynamism and immediacy of the web and mobile devices—but each 

can leverage the other.

But content alone isn’t what makes compelling communication. In 

today’s environment, how that content is consumed is equally  

Mobile devices 

like smart phones, 

ebook readers, 

and tablet devices 

offer additional 

opportunities and 

challenges.

On the road

You could call InDesign expert 

Michael Murphy a power user of the 

program (he designed this spread for 

Inbound Logistics).
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important. Reading a book on a device like Sony’s family of Reader™ de-

vices, Amazon’s Kindle, the Apple iPad, or the nook™ by Barnes & Noble 

is a different experience than reading it on paper. Textbook publishers 

like McGraw-Hill, Pearson, Harcourt, and Reed Elsevier have adopted 

InDesign. As current technologies improve, electronic textbooks  

could be created in InDesign that contain animations and video that 

further elucidate concepts. 

In this new world, “page layout” is no longer the best term to describe 

the use of InDesign. Adobe President and CEO Shantanu Narayen offers 

that it is simply a layout program, in that it aggregates content into a 

designed document, no matter the medium in which it is published.

InDesign will evolve to meet the demands of a changing media  

environment, but it is now part of a larger ecosystem that includes not 

only Adobe’s traditional creative applications like Photoshop and  

It’s Showtime!

The cable TV network Showtime took 

advantage of InDesign’s type tools to 

promote its critically acclaimed show 

“Dexter.”

eBook evolution

nook™ by Barnes & Noble is an

eBook reader that supports PDF

and the open EPUB eBook format. It

includes a color touchscreen for

book selection.
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Future think

The innovative website Futuretain-

ment by designer Vince Frost is an 

example of the concept of content 

as experience: how we interact with 

content is as important as the content 

itself. The site’s mission is to be “an 

indispensable handbook for anyone 

wanting to understand the future of 

media and marketing.”
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InDesign in the bag

London’s Research Studios, co-

founded by Neville Brody, gives this 

bag catalogue a fresh, modern look.
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The line is blurring 

between those 

who design the 

front-end creative 

content and those 

who develop the 

back-end  

infrastructure.

Illustrator but also relatively recent technologies like Flash and Adobe 

AIR®, which allows users to enjoy an Internet-like experience without 

being connected to a network. “InDesign bridges traditional and online 

content,” says Loiacono. “It eases the transition from print to online to 

mobile content.” 

It’s a safe bet that other technologies will emerge to work with print, 

online, and mobile content. But whatever the future brings, InDesign 

has shown in the past decade that it will help its customers do what 

they do best: create beautiful, meaningful, and engaging documents 

that provide a visually rich experience for all.

Rad design

Research Studios’ branding work for 

Bonfire Snowboarding extends to all 

aspects of the company’s collateral, 

including apparel labeling, hang tags, 

sales graphics, and website, to ensure 

its branding is consistent.
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